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TIMBER & WOODWORKING

Structural changes in the Ministry of the Timber 
Industry of the USSR

Territorial Scientific 
Production Industrial Association, directly subordinated to the Ministry of the Timber Industry 
of the USSR, has been formed in place of the 
"Yugmebel1" All-Union Production Industrial Association, which was abolished as of June 1.

The Central Scientific Research Institute of 
Economics and Labor in the Pulp and Paper Industry 
(TsNIIETbumprom) will be liquidated as of July 1, 1988. Areas of responsibility have been 
re-assigned as follows : (a) the technology of paper
products and wallpaper and the fixing of standards 
for material resources in the pulp and paper industry, to the Central Scientific Research 
Institute of the Pulp and Paper Industry; (b) the 
economics, administration, and organization of labor, 
to the All-Union Scientific Research and Planning 
Institute of Economics and the Organization of 
Production Administration and Information in the Forest, Pulp and Paper, and Woodworking Industries; 
and (c) the design of the equipment component of projects for re—equipping and retooling enterprises, 
to the "Lesmash" Scientific Production Industrial 
Association.

I IIThe "Yugmebel

Appointments
The following appointments have been made by 

order of the Ministry of the Timber Industry of the 
USSR;

Vsevolod Dmitrievich SOLOMONOV, to the post 
of Head, Chief Production Directorate;
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Vasilii Nikolaevich VYSOTSKII, to the post 
of Head, Chief Directorate of Self-Resourced 
Enterprise Construction;

Valerii Aleksandrovich OVCHINNIKOV, to the 
post of Head, Directorate of Work and Equipment 
Safety;

Vladimir Aleksandrovich KHOKHLOV, to the 
post of Head, Chief Directorate of Timber Supply and 
Product Delivery; and,

Grigorii Emel'yanovich YAROVOI, to the post 
of Head, Administrative Directorate.

Lesnaya promyshlennost
6 June 1988
Page 1 (Full text)

Translated by the Secretary of State Translation 
Bureau, Multilingual Services Division

The Timber Float : A Successful Beginning

The telephones are ringing constantly in the 
State Inspectorate for the Timber Float - this is the 
place where operational information is gathered from 
industrial associations and enterprises of the 
Ministry of the Timber Industry of the USSR regarding 
the situation in the rafting season, which began 
recently. The walls in the office of 
Valentin Pavlovich Lyubimov, the Head of the 
Inspectorate, are covered with maps indicating the 
areas of special interest - the rivers for log 
rafting. In a way, the conditions that reign here 
suggest the front lines. Seizing a pause between



"Spring was long drawn out this year and 
brought quite a few surprises.
warm spell in the European USSR in April, which 
caused intensive snow melt and a rapid rise in the 
water levels of river basins on the Upper and Middle 
Volga, the Vyatka, Vetluga, Luza, and Yug. 
was followed in many of the northern districts by a 
very considerable cold spell and snow fell in some 

In the Kirov area, for example, the snow
This, of

operations ; the movement 
tina birch became difficu

There was a sudden

But this

areas.
cover exceeded 10 cm as late as May 17.
course, delayed raf 
towing of rafts for in the Northwestern, Northern, and Northeastern 
districts, where raft construction points are located 
where the rafts can be removed by water. It became 
difficult, but it could not be put off; and this 
year, as never before, the great majority of rafting 
collectives in enterprises of the lumber industry had 
prepared themselves well. 
the Ministry of the Timber Industry of the USSR that 

engaging in rafting this year, only Murmanles, 
Amurlesprom, and the Ust'-Ilimsk Timber Industry 
Complex have not yet begun work, due to 
hydrometeorological conditions."

Of the 28 organizations in
are

Our conversation is interrupted by the
The following note is 

"All rafts
ringing of the telephone. 
entered in the operational data book ; 
have been lifted off and towed from the raft 
construction points of the Kostromalesprom, 
Kirovlesprom, Permlesprom, Arkhangel'sklesprom, and 
Komilesprom industrial associations."

Having settled, quickly and in a 
business-like manner, a number of problems that had

3

telephone calls, I ask Valentin Pavlovich to 
characterize the situation on the water routes.
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attentionPbyUthe9m°Perati0nS 3nd been brou9ht to his 
enterprises S°f Various rafting

on the water routes:
million cübic°meïer!yif^,n0r ^ °f th<s 63'6 
has been rafteH ,Ï? of_timber planned for this year
period last year Th ”ore than during the samefinal destination. delivery of logs to their
schedule. * Is also continuing ahead of

irs’,as ;E F“E~: sand solved all of the^robleLlhat613 th6 entererises 
efficiently and on the spot, 
made it possible to eliminate 
supplying the raftsmen with 
fuel, grease, and cable, 
floating assemblies, 
prepared."

arose,
This combined effort 
problems involved in 

parts and outfitting, 
The rafting fleet, the 

and the crane units were all

this day weranpL!ian?£o^e 'TF* that arrived on 
rather Le *° «

Volgolesosplav?r and the of the 
manager ofLower°k CUMC I*6"1 °?P^ft™rî“rarth£he 

Lower Kama roadstead and intended for t-Vio m 4.handîe%£°T VOlS;- BUt the?eefs£no rush^V^* 
andle the logs; the loading of the first
thr?af?sMaï Th6re are few coniferous
the rafts, and who can guarantee fhaf +->.zn iobtained in winter at .Seh ^r^ilï^t end
up on the bottom? On top of that, the timber has

vessel only 
trees in
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started off from Kama and there will be even more 
work to do; everyone will have to get busy on this 
and the work will not be up to standard.

"And so, the rafting has begunThe rafts are moving along the riverssuccessfully.over an immense territory — from Leningrad Oblast to 
the Far East, towed by vessels of the river fleet. 
The work must now be completed neatly and without 
losses, providing enterprises with the necessary 
material for the winter," concluded V. Lyubimov, and 
our conversation came to an end.

raw

Lesnaya promyshlennost1
14 June 1988
Page 3 (Full text)

Translated by the Secretary of State Translation 
Bureau, Multilingual Services Division

To be Tested in the Forest
The Petrozavodsk Repair and Machine Shop of 

the Karellesprom Industrial Association has arranged 
for the production of hole diggers, which are so 
useful for planting forests. They improve the 
quality of regeneration considerably and they reduce 
labor costs. By the end of this year the integrated 
administrative logging enterprises of Karelia will 
receive no less then 50 of these devices.



appointeJheYu°U?Cir °fvMinisters of the USSR has 
the Timber “indus try ÏTtll ££? «^fter

and V. A. Sentyushkin as Deputy «AisierA of fSi
%TsielTfSttZl ? ihe USSE' F' G^ Liner aî $
o £ ydiïî^ToUlT;£.&£USSR y.°ArchSîkS£asUDÏpStyeMiniïte?dAf“heWî?mbe?ard;
ien^^^gïLî^lru-E0?-eH;-poyptLe en if-
Production and Wood Chemistry. P per

and 
for the

and

The USSR Council of Ministers >, = - ^ x-I. V. Kopaev, N. A. Medvedev, A? M l!„^;L;0n<lrmed

tAlM"n^tr^ofSf?LS2r"?S^L°f0^

Lesnaya promvshlennn.Qt-6 June iyS8 -----Page 1 (Full text)
Translated by the Secretary of Bureau, M State TranslationMultilingual Services Division
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The Petrozavodsk going ahead with 
of equipment

shop is simultaneously 
_ Production of another new piecewedger for cleaning shelterbelts.

Lesnaya promyshlennost- '2 dune 1988 ---- ~
Page 1 (Full text)

MUlMn Secretary of State Translation Multilingual Services Division
Translated by the Bureau,

Appointments

m 
rt
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Cubic Meters of Shortwood from the Water
The logs that are floating in the Bratsk 

Reservoir have become the talk of the town now that 
the loggers have begun to fish them out. last five-year plan more than one million cubic 
meters of high quality logs were accumulated in the 
water and then sent for processing. recently, the short pieces were left floating in the 
water. Then innovators from the Porozhskii Rafting 
Section developed a new technology for processing the 
shortwood into pulpwood. Working with experts, they 
put nine units on stream for converting the shortLast year, this made it possible

During the

But until

pieces to pulpwood.to make use of 40,000 cubic meters of otherwise 
unclaimed wood. The plan now calls for the reclamation of more than a third of a million cubic 
meters of floating logs during this year's rafting
season.

Lesnaya promyshlennost1
7 June 1988Page 2 (Full text)

Translated by the Secretary of State Translation 
Bureau, Multilingual Services Division
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PULP AND PAPER

Lake Onega Still Threatened by
yeara£ars£!va™Tin9 ln 'Pravda ' °n June 16 

pollution ?n Laïe 0L0? emnef the =ver-increasing 
the Kondopoga Pulo and caused hy the effluent from was signed by Yu PGonl! P6r Comblne- Th® articleand relrJsenLï^e^rïhe ussl °
s. Mamze] pv i--ua ^ “. , UbbR Supreme Soviet,Environmental P?otectiSn Englneet for
Combine's cpsu nZ-it' d V* Gerasimov, thethe b?olog?c!ï bu??f^;?-SeCïetary-. They «rite that 
wt+->ï o ^ rification facilities built in 19P?
Per. 24 ^ours'^nnoTîuH^ hLd^'el fluets 

ftodu^p^anT-h^eroauthoritieSeha:edrt a pulp
had a Capacity by 15,000 tonnes,
purificationVfacilities? Nation of the

Kondopoga Pollution

of this

meters

This has

they selected ITllllillTStel ““rus £S-
industrial ?*r‘h*
£Sfln"V-i-S”°pl^n-ef ÆHtîTn-
facilities311 r^ tL ^eVs^pî^nfX^1*
facilities are overloaded.

The
as a
farm
spent

organic comp^ndî? ïhî^h^ould'be^^îS 
protein feed for cattle,

of harmful 
to make 

are dumped into the lake.
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The reconstruction of the yeast shop, however, has 
come to a stop because of a shortage of capital 
investment.

The authors go on to state that:"Yu. Gus'kov, the First Deputy Minister, in answer to 
a letter from the Karelian ASSR Committee of Public 
Inspection concerning the unsatisfactory operation of 
the purification facilities at the Kondopoga Pulp and 
Paper Combine, has guaranteed that by 1990 the 
effluent will all be treated. There are no solid grounds for this type of optimism. According to the 
design plan which was worked out ten years ago, the 
Combine should discharge three tonnes of organic 
pollution every day. as much poisonous rubbish, 
itself is out of date.

We actually discharge ten times Furthermore, this plan

"The papers are writing a lot about various 
Ministries' bureaucratic style of operations. The 
Ministry of the Timber Industry is no exception.
Let's take an obvious case in point... The Executive 
Committee of the Kondopoga Regional Council informed the Ministry of the Timber Industry and the Council 
of Ministers of the Karelian ASSR in a letter dated 
July 13, 1987 of the complaints they have received 
from the people living in Kondopoga and the 
surrounding region about the poor operation of theDeputy Minister V. Chuykopurification facilities, sent the letter to E. Sizov, Chief of the Protection 
and Water Utilization Administration, who in turn 
sent it to I. Sankin, Chief of the 'Karellesprom'The Chief passed it on to his 

I. Genel' .Association. As a result of all this, a 
'to work out some proposals inassistant,

resolution was born: conjunction with the Kondopoga Pulp and Paper Combine 
and to come to an agreement with the Executive

we end up where we started."Committee.' Thus,



doing up to now - i e waitina f Tlmber Industry is Combine and for thina* f9 for a miracle at the
is tantamount to disp avinn =° S°ft themselves out, action - such is the nLi9 u*}for9i vable lack of 
of the article. They are askinq theV7 ■ th6 authors executives to help solve this ill ïî+^niStry Given the fact that the romi Hl-fated problem.

"would be extreme]V „„£ ■ ' the authors believe,been piling up fo^years^Âd^r^th<5Se Problems have 
solved by iust onf r? Ï are to° great to be
waiting for concrete and real hy We aremeasures."
several VÎT ?1S° "ritten
taking radlcaîrLIsurïsytS Mollit ln
Èîtorrît ls°?oria?l!°n- We have ^“c^sOMthins

■Lesnaya promyshlennn.^ •18 June 1988
Page 1 (Slightly abridged)

A Close Look at OperaHonc and Paper Combine in the Krasnoyarsk Pulp

Pulp and pipe?kcimbine?1gîve°a îllf-Jrltic?îyarSk 
meeti>ng?tl0nS ^ ^ C°mglne * recent "part?^0™1*

w

10
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"This year, we are working with a set small 
amount of above-plan profit but it is still too early 
to speak of a radical change to the better. 
we fully settle our accounts with our customers, 
flow of complaints and returns because of poor 
quality has not ceased and we are paying heavy 
fines

Nor can 
The

The Director gave the Combine a C grade.
The meeting participants, however, 

interested in the future plan of action than in an 
account of past results.

were more

"Every year we talk about building aWhen will constructionfinished products warehouse, 
begin?" asked a voice from the hall.

"Not this year", the Director replied, "we 
don't have the money."

When will we stop dumping paper and
paperboard?"

"That problem will be solved..."
"What department will our Combine be

subordinate to?"
"That's still unclear."
No one was trying to put the Director, who 

had just recently taken command, in a difficulteveryone still clearly remembered the hardposition :times in the previous year when they had had three directors. Nsverthelsss, it was clear that the 
Combine's communists expected Saka to be more precise 
as to the enterprise's future prospects.
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Pioneer ofïhfsiSeriafn.T'P ^ Paper =°-bi„e is a 
Construction “J p^f ^ustry.
was made here in I960.. Thp n_ SiberianSLS?nUa- producti°n oapacit^of 255^00
Combine is valued at 170 million 55,000

pulp 
reached 

tonnes. The
roubles.

through theaîhoDsokeThtheKViSit°r first °n walking

neSfin9 taWe ^^^"ancien?
current ^ÎSTSÎÎÏÏIÎS 
windows and walls

pulpwood 
and the 

with their gaping darkened by damp and time.
"The

on for years", 
our guide,

reconstruction project has been going 
Deputy Chief Engineer B. Afanas1ev

have been invested in°it . f°ur milü°n roubles
11 '^hpro^d — - *» a 

very far behind. To make matters 
comprehensive design, 
patchwork basis, 
and

we are really 
Everything ls

everything wilfSe tlllr* ^ at on a 
t our digestersto you.

the worn-out main equipment, ^h^pulpers^re^l^6^
with a surplus of other disasters. blessed

„ 0uf,main Pr°blem is poor-quality raw 
i• , ~ this refrain was heard on evervnno'c
^nSf' ^°m the W°rkers to the shift foreman 
can find everything in the chip cars- artvLi 
metal. The chin it<?Pi f • 4-*Vcars * gravel, coal,to species and there if £w??eVeen ;°5ted according 
shouid be. This is why we have tS^d Ixtr^afiS^ 
during the digesting process."

material
"You

K
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We moved on through the mill and soon found 
another problem area - the high costs of willful 
planning. The Combine had just shifted from the 
production of letterpress paper to wallpaper when 
suddenly the Ministry issued a decree : "Start making 
newsprint !" This decision was based on the following 
reasoning : the newsprint situation in the country 
has worsened and the Krasnoyarsk mill used to produceSinceBut this "used to" was ages and ages ago.it.
then, newsprint requirements have become more 
refined. The Siberians’ achievements were much more 

Over the course of the past five-year plan 
they managed to lower the mass per square meter of 
paper by just three grammes. "How on earth could we 
reduce it by yet another twelve grammes?" 
question was asked by one of the workers who had been 
asked to do just that. The Central Scientific 
Research Institute for Paper quickly put together the 
technical specifications for the Krasnoyarsk 
Combine's new product. The Combine was to be allowed 
to manufacture paper that was heavier than that 
described in the All-Union State Standard. 
Temporarily, of course.

modest.

This

"This temporariness is what is worrying us 
G. Konovalov, the Chief Paper

"Our Combine has no future as a 
If newsprint is in such great

the most",
Technologist, notes. 
newsprint producer.demand it would make sense to have one of the 
papermachines specialize in newsprint production 
alone. But what is happening now? The No. 1 machine 
is making wallpaper as before, while the No. 2 
produces both wallpaper and newsprint, 
and effort is spent on resetting the machines, 
newsprint weighs almost half as much as thechat with the team leader.

How much time 
The

He ' s
Why did he spend 

He was resetting the equipment."
wallpaper. Have a 
been in the shop since yesterday.
the night here?



command style has 1 h ™m“S administrative 
despite the gravî cSnsequJncSs ofono eV?“heless' 
other mistakes, it is to the Combine wofij^^lre^ 
that they have managed to get through it all 
first success story canno be attributed to * 
corrections to the produc ' indulgences of this kind, in volume of production 
by almost 10%

cosmeticon targets or to otherThey effected an increase
_ „ and raised labor product! vi t-vas compared to last year. F activity

"I'm going to quit!"nrst words. "I can't hand!» the team leader's
longer. Today we shift-^d thls stress much
but in a month we'll switch bâck^lu^tJ0 "all£,aPer 
machine, not a match-box. We've’locf thlS 18 a because of this and now are wor-v-1 h 80 many PeoPle 
strength. We are sudco? 1119 at only half team as i stated in^he books workers in our
have thre . How can I expect them^6 actually °nly machinery accurately and Ï? m to check thepreventive ma^^aL^on"^!?*6” Ca“*

Let's take
the rash

1052 *“ tcïïr? million^roubles in 
(here again, however one ^3S increasedlast year's leapfrog 0^0^* ^iV^ \S 
protested against the oann-^7 Î' 11 of whom above). Finally itricl°us directives from
the quality of the paper miî'M t6d ln 3 reduction in of the Combine as a^L Are thf ^ °f the Work
off now that their storehouses are fi^^witi^^ 
broke? Of course not = Ued Wlth
other words, they are'ultimatelj th^lo^r"65' In

an annual
profits.

X
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G. Shchepina, a worker from the corrugated 
packaging shop, and a delegate to the Regional 
Council of People's Deputies, noted that the 1 
Timber Industry Complex' had let the Combine down a 
great deal. "We were closed down for six full days 
in January because of the paperboard suppliers. All 
the same, we managed to catch up. Our true strength 
is in the team contract system, and in collective 
responsibility for the state of labor discipline and 
quality of production. Operations began moving 
particularly smoothly when the corrugating machine 
operators and the processors formed a singleNow all efforts are

Bratsk

start-to-finish production team, 
concentrated on the final product rather than on 
intermediary operations."

The corrugated packaging shop is not called 
the bread-winner of the Combine by accident. Over 
the course of the first quarter it was slated to
provide 1,750,000 roubles of planned profit.The cost price of

It
actually contributed 1,851,000. 
the production was reduced by 102,000 roubles.

According to V. Veryasova, Chief of the 
Planning Division in the Combine, the inter—shop 
profit—and—loss accounting system will make it

work harder and to count every rouble.
for the formation of a 
The large part of this is

necessary to
Now each shop has a norm 
material incentive fund, set aside for the 'thirteenth paycheck', some of it 

for bonuses for engineering and technicalgoespersonnel, the rest goes for material help and awards 
for saving resources. What does the corrugated 
packaging shop have in the first quarter? 
approximately ten thousand roubles in its material 
incentive fund.

It has
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profit-and-loss Accountinq^aareetem”1*n9 *™» the 
are: the use of limited chemin K6n£ amon9 the shops
activity of the councils of Lkers^con' ?r°wing 
electivity of the directors ïhî collectives, the democratization are aainino’ The Processes of 
are tempted to ask the queltion^ca N^ertheless we 
applying all its forces, manaoS’to t -, 6 Comblne' bY
prohiems that have previously developed6 911 the 
new management conditions? * roped, given the

During the first quarter of the year the

The C=mbin:2;e«“Sa40nLrrr' 
wallpaper paper. it paid morp +-£mpltnpts about the in fines in just two months for °0'00° rOUbles
effluent into the Yenisei River leasin9 industrial

Combine failed to

Instead of 60% 
9.5%.

There are 960 allocation list. people on the housing

Thus, if we raise thp nna i 4. of production to a new improved^evel7 ^ quantity the means for completing ?he reconstruct ? must,‘flnd 
as for the social programme and for caïrünn v
environmental protection measures In °Ut thea substantial profit, we need good qu^Hty^rodu^s?

well

Let’s take the corrugated packaoir^ o-u 
an example. When the new production line for °P 35 
manufacturing box crates frequentlv ^not always the Bratsk supplies w£o ai?Ht I^lt^ ±S 
The mam problem is that the warehouse canao??^ * were designed just to hold the daily 2utpSt f™mS^
shop, and every additional square meter of packaging

w
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must be placed in the corridors between the units. 
Shipments of the products outside the mill is often 
held up because of a shortage of railcars. Yet the 
Combine Director has told the Party meeting that the 
warehouse is not being built because of a shortage of 
funds.

And how can you convince a worker in the 
paper combine to stay faithful to the operation if 
the work in the neighboring mill is easier and the 
salary is twice as high? Will his hopes of obtaining 
an apartment ever come true? Over recent years, the 
Pulp and Paper Combine has managed to build three 
five—storey apartment blocks using the direct labor 
method. But it was the Ministry who supplied the 
funds for building them. Now, given self-financing 
arrangements, the Krasnoyarsk workers are al1 the 

convinced that it will be pointless trying to 
find money in Moscow.
more

The difficulties are exacerbated by the fact 
that, according to the calculations of economists at 
the Combine, part of the profit which after various 
deductions should remain at the enterprises, could

in fines levied for 
A 1984perhaps be entirely used up discharging effluent into the river, 

ministerial decree called for the construction of 
environmental protection facilities, including an 
evaporation station and a shop for neutralizing the 
water and burning any remains of the effluent, etc. 
But, as time has amply demonstrated, all these plans 
have been relegated to the ranks of good intentions.

What is the way out of this labyrinth? 
Combine thinks it would be a good idea to ask the 
Ministry for 14 logging enterprises and to form a 
timber industry complex. No one views the idea of 
joining the 'Krasnoyarsklesprom' Association, which

The
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is already involved in sevpr^i .
silvichemicals, furniture production'^tfT3*10"5 " 
pulp production, with much'enthnïî»' tlmber export, workers believe that i f + ■ thusiasm- The Combinedecades-long Ms£o?v’of m^S "ere to happen, the
would be broken, first/of allequJpment s^PPly lines 
that the loggers would be abl4 t^ïucnlï't^6y dOUbt 
material for such a spécifié type WY 6 raW 
to now they have not reckoned 
demands of technological progress.

production. Up very well with the

The headquarters of thisf__ _ . . °id All-Unionarrange for the accep^e^f t°r<?e”
in chip form. Because of the Ssoïïî.riab Pril"arily 
insistence, the Combine built a Î00W * 
chip barges, a dock which is nou,d * £°r Processing 'Krasnoylrsklesprom' Association ™£tY' e™6 
supply the timber in short-length tCWhat will they prefer tomorrow! PUlpwood form-

Association,

Pulp and pâpe^Combîne^d'locJ/ïogir0 Unl°n of the 
which have largely depleted timW " ”9 enterPrises not the best solution? 'Rememberis also 
Kanskiy Sawmill and Woodworking Combiné v°? °f the a complex together with ten surrounding Inn? formed 
enterprises. Lesnaya promyshUnn^.. 9 logging several articliT about theYfate 5gHuC£ Writt6n 
conglomerates. They are all far from 
continuously operating comprehensive 
enterprise which is being 
CPSU Central Committee and 
decree.

that
forestry

suggested in theUSSR Council of Mi^iiters'

.. . .. ^he mandate of the timesthat the Pulp and Paper Combine 
of a territorial complex,

, clfarly indicates should become a part 
according tocreated not

k
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The experiencethe old pattern, but on a new basis, 
of the 1Prikarpatles1 Association is clear enough evidence: this Association not only managed to
collect various types of enterprises "under one roof", but also carried out a deep transformation 
throughout the entire technological chain. When the 
Association was originally set up, more than two 
thirds of the work force was involved in the logging 
operation but now, only one third of them are 

The majority of the workers are involved inloggers. timber processing.
At the end of the last five-year plan, 220manufactured out of eachroubles worth of goods werecubic meter of timber logged in the Ivano-Frankovsk 

region, but output in the 1Krasnoyarsklesprom 
Association amounted to only 30 roubles per cubic Association workers hope to raise this
indicator to 32.6 roubles by 1990. loggers, remaining at this miserly level ofhope to put the enterprises, which 

and of which there are many in

meter. The How can the
productivity, ever 
are running at a loss the Association, on their feet?

this 220 rouble level isn't the limit.Even • ,it is only through intensive chemical processingachieve high
the entire Krasnoyarsk Timber

Butof the timber that we can
profitability:Industry Complex, which is now being set up, should 
he led by the wood chemicals sector. Neither the 
Complex nor its suppliers will operate on a 
profitable basis without cooperation and without arranging a single technical chain of production.

After all, what is happening now? 
same time as the papermakers find themselves in dire 
straits because of a shortage of raw materials and 
the logging enterprises are urgently ordered from

At the
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above to supply the millneighboring woodworking^combLrH ;aWlogs' the 
cubic meters of wood waste annusli UrMlng 150,000 waste could be fed to s ly* Most of this
not at all concerned that thly^îe3’ T1?e.lo99ers 
and Paper Combine with unsnr + Li . suPPlymg the Pulp
both pine and aspen, and a Kildly^xceîsïve1"01^68 
bark. They don't care that the 6
therefore add large 
for in the plan.

are

amount of
papermakers must amounts of chemicals not called

it is high time to do
rebuildingStheSuniqueeforest *£ tMnk seriously about

r°“nt.e^e?i:
from iL^Lg^epieted ""Sü^ïn^hî^ ““ tai9B 
regional timber industry become WBy °an the

away with this

efficient.
Lesnaya Promvshlennnst1
7 June 1988 ----------—
Pages 1 & 2 (Slightly 
abridged)

Seedling Pots Made From Pulp Fiber
found a u^r;p^atLe„Pltkyarantka 
They have begun to make 
them.

Pulp Mill have for wood fiber wastes, 
small seedling pots

i 4. . Th® pots are convenient in that the nlant-
later be transplanted into the earth in its own 
container. The covering make out of pulp fiber* disintegrates easily in the damp soil and f b S 
good fertilizer. Local gardeners and

out of
can

serves as a 
vegetable plot

k
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owners have praised these disintegrating pots 
highly. The new product is in great demand.

Lesnaya promyshlennost1 
7 June 1988Page 2 (Slightly abridged)



containing a dark green liquid. I read the colored

Georgian SSR:

Seed Breed?ng)GEnt^rnr!«r^k^iya" (Geor9ian -- 
consigned a large part of it- ^ Geor?lan SSR has 
United States: 500 production to the
tree and shrub species. °f forest seeds from

Caucasian Fir in the USA

Forest

'hhe United States of America"

EEErbE-vi”----Denmark, and îhi Netoê^nd^ F«land,
Which is distinguished fo?; °Ur seed stock, 
properties. We shin un t-n 1^S e*cellent hereditary 
year to Western mnn+- ^ nine tons of seed each
external trade auZ iaet.°n the basis °f Soviet
Hordmann fir, a thermophUiS^onmrluf °£ thS 
crown that is low and dense,

relates

tree with a
demand."is in particular

Lesnaya promyshlennnst- 1
4 June 1388 ---- -------
Page 2 (Full text)'

Translated by the Secretary of State Transi at- 
Bureau, Multilingual Services Division °n

Estonia : Health Products

forestry
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labels, which provide exhaustive information on the 
use of this natural extract from coniferous needles : 
good for cardiovascular diseases, disturbances of the 
central nervous system, and for rheumatic pains in 
the joints. Needle-bearing pine twigs are used to 
prepare this extract. As much as one and a half tons 
of this aromatic medicament, which is sought after by

produced each month.medical men and perfumers,It is eagerly purchased by sanatoriums and by 
Estonian and Latvian consumer cooperativeThis extract is utilized in many and toothpaste.

are

enterprises. 
varieties of soap, shampoo,

The personnel of the chemical department are— needle—powder in smallnow preparing a new product .packages; the equipment has already been put in place
and checked out.

Lesnaya promyshlennost1
4 June 1988Page 3 (Full text)

structure of Goskomles USSRThe Organizational
Council of Ministers has approved 

the organizational structure of Goskomles USSR, the 
State Committee for Forestry of the USSR, and it is 

being implemented by administrative agencies in
The organizational structure is

The USSR

now
the forest industry. 
as follows :

of Goskomles USSR,The central apparatus 
consisting of:A.
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1) the Chief Scientific 
Directorate
the Chief Economic Directorate;
the Chief Directorate 
and Forest Utilization

and Technical;
2)
3) of Forest Resources

;
4) the Chief Directorate. of ForestS^vImaÜcS; F°reSt Protectl°”' and State

5) ^c=n:L%”:L°ïtf£:rfe^nLr9eneratlon

the Chief Directorate of Personnel, 
DeveCîopmïnt;FaCilitieS' S-ial

6)

7) the Directorate of 
Enterprises ;
the Directorate of Forest 
Radiation Ecology;
the Directorate of Planning 
Investments ;
the Directorate of Service
the Directorate of External 
Relations;

subdivisions of Goskomles USSR include :

Integrated Forestry

8) Chemization and

9) and Capital

10) and Supply; and, 
Economic11)

B. The
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the Ministries of Forestry of (a) the RSFSR, 
(b) the Ukrainian SSR, (c) the Belorussian SSR, (d) the Kazakh SSR, and (e) 
the Lithuanian SSR;
the State Committee for Nature Conservation 
and Forestry of the Georgian SSR;

1)

2)

Committee for Nature Conservation3) the State 
and Forestry of the Estonian SSR;
forestry production industrial associations 
which are being formed (a) in the Uzbek SSR, 
(b) in the Azerbaijan SSR, (c) in the Moldavian SSR, (d) in the Latvian SSR, (e) 
in the Kirghiz SSR, (f) in the Tadzhik SSR, 
(g) in the Armenian SSR, (h) in the 
Turkmen SSR, and (i) in autonomous 
republics, krays,

4)

and oblasts; and,
All-Union Scientific Research5) theInformation Center for the Forest Resources 

of the USSR (VNIITslesresurs).

Our Commentary
The restructuring of forestry affairs in the 

Soviet Union and the transition to a 
organizational structure is one of the important 
measures aimed at a fundamental improvement in forest 
management and in the conservation and augmentation 
of forest resources for present and future 
generations of Soviet citizens.

new
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State Commit<-»»Vfrnm^nt haS made ifc incumbent on the 
o ta te Committee for Forestry of the ttssdwith the councils of minister. oï^Sion
republics, to provide effective supervision of allthe forests of the Soviet Union to nnt- f .a unified scientific and tëcin^aî^Uc^tLnr ^
responsive to the Leninist concept of utilizinq theforests as a common national resource, and to improvesurveillance of the utilization of forest rïSo^ceï

Enterprises (Industrial^ssociations')“and thV^ 
transition of branches of industry to complete 
profit-and-ioss accounting and self-financing that is being carried out on the basis of this law,
Goskomles USSR is being called upon to apply 
extensively economic methods for the supervision of leasing, and payment for forest resources, t^ carry 
out the continuous and efficient exploitation of 
forests, to combine the industrial and the 
erntorial forms of forest management, and to strengthen its links with the councils of peoples'?S5U^leS in °5def to ensure maximum satisfaction of 

the demands of the national economy and the general 
public for various forest products.

Goskomles USSR and its local agencies are required to provide a high scientific and technical 
1®v?1 of.state management in the fields of forest 
utilization, regeneration, conservation, and 
protection, and to ensure the strict observance of 
the principles of the forestry legislation of the 
Soviet Union and the union republics by enterprises
°S9f£izations' ai?d individual citizens. The purpose of the new organizational structure, which has beeï 
designed on the basis of functional criteria is to overcome narrow industry-oriented and localized ^
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wasteful attitudes towards the forests 
maximum profit from the exploitation of 

those who make use of them.
approaches and 
and to obtain 
forest resources for all

The Chief Scientific and Technical
its most important tasks to beDirectorate will deem(1) the formulation and implementation of the 

comprehensive state program known as 'The Forest 
(Les), (2) the guidance of industrial scientifi 
research institutes and the introduction o 
scientific and technological achievements and 
advanced technology, and (3) liaison wi the
Committee for Science and Technology of the USSR, the
USSR Academy of Sciences, the V. 1 * . üssRAcademy of Agricultural Sciences, Minlesprom USSR, 
and other interested ministries and branches of 
industrv as well as with industrial associations, interpose! and organizations in the various branches 
of industry for the purpose of accelerating the 
introduction of advances in science and technology 
into forest management.

The Chief Economic Directorate has been made 
responsible for the following functions :(!) conducting activities to formulate proposals for 
concepts, basic guidelines, and stat,e rve-year plans 
for economic and social development; (2) improving 
the economic system in forest management,

formulating and implementing lease arrangements 
for utilizing the forests; (4) introducing 
profit-and-loss accounting; (5) planning, financing 
and improving the organization of labor and rates of 
pay; and (6) accounting records and surveillance and 
supervising juridical matters.

(3)

Chief Directorate of Forest Resources 
Utilization will organize efficient

utilization and will report on
The

and Forest 
multipurpose forest



The Chief Directorate of Forest 
Conservation, Forest Protection, and State 
Surveillance will (1) supervise state forest 
conservation in the USSR, (2) concern itself with 
improving the system of forest fire prevention by air 
and land, (3) carry out the formulation of a 
comprehensive program for protecting the forests from 
pests, disease, and industrial waste, and (4) provide 
state surveillance (a) of the condition of forests 
both directly and through state surveillance agencies 
in the republics, krays, and oblasts, (b) of proper 
observance of the principles of forestry legislation 
of the Soviet Union and of the nion rep blies.(c) of the use of the

the condition of forest resources, using advanced 
aerospace devices and automated data-gatherina systems. Its functions will include: y
(1) supervising forest management; (2) determini 
a scientific manner the optimum estimated coupe 
each republic, kray, and oblast; (3) stabilizing
forest land leased for logging after it I_

i 1 i zed ; (4) maintaining the state forest 
and the state forest cadastral 
(5) formulating the standards 
forest utilization.

in

has been
inventorysurvey; and 

and regulations for

The Chief Directorate of Forest 
and Conservâtional Afforestation will 
organization of

Regeneration 
supervise the

a system of forest seed production 
based on genetic principles and the forest 
cultivation in plantations of nut trees and other 
valuable species, and, together with 
Gosagroprom USSR, it will supervise efforts to 
protect the soil from erosion by wind or water that
employ methods of improving land through forestry mscisuir 0 s •

28
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ministers of forestry or deputy chairmen for forestry (or natureTheof the state committees _conservation) of the union republics, who are 
responsible for surveillmg the condition, 
utilization, regeneration,protection of forests, and the managers of _ production industrial associations m (non union) 
republics, krays, and oblasts will serve as the c inspector in those republics, krays,

conservation, and

state forest oblasts, respectively.

29

documentation regarding forest activities that is 
obligatory for all forest users regardless of the ministerial department to which they are subordinated.

It has been decided that the Deputy Chairman 
of the State Committee, who will have the 
responsibility for administering this Chief Directorate, will serve concurrently as the chief 
State Forestry Inspector of the USSR.

Agencies for state surveillance of the^ 
condition, utilization, regeneration, conservation, 
and protection of forests will be established within 
ministries of forestry and_ state committees for forestry (nature conservation / m union republics), 
and in forestry production industrial associations in 
those union republics that do not have a ministry or 
state committee and in autonomous republics, krays, and oblasts. In oblasts and rayons in which forests 
appertaining to the state have been assigned or transferred on lease to Minlesprom USSR, state forest 
inspectorates will be established under the 
jurisdiction of forest agencies of the union 
republics.

Statute on the State 
is currently being formulated.A proposal for a 

Surveillance of Forests

(2
j h
h<D C

ÇD
 H-
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Tt has been deemed advantageous to organize the Soyuzvneshles1 (All-Union Firm for 9
Forest Products) foreign trade firm on a 

and—loss basis
the Export of

e . as part of the 'Funduk'Scientific Production Industrial Association of
*n^°W-?blaSt' Wlth the right to en9age on its own 
authority in export and import transactions involvinq 
products of the forest industry. ^

The All-Union Scientific Research rITof«rination Center for the Forest Resources of the 
? ?vWaf or9anized as of July 1, 1988 from sub-units 

of the Moscow Specialized Forest Management
qnrîïSriaf' the î1°fcow Aerospace Forest Management 
Survey, Lesproekt1 All-Union Industrial Association, 
the computer center of 'Suyuzgiproleskhoz' (State 
All-Union Institute for the Planning of Forest 
Management), and the Central Office of Scientific « 
Technical. Information, with all the privileges of a 
scientific research institute of the first category 
and with the obligation to provide analytical 
information to all planning agencies and forest users.

Q._ _ Ifc bas been decided that the Chairman
State Committee for Forestry of the USSR will be 
provided with five deputies, including a first 
deputy, who will be the Chief Forester of the USSR 
and two deputy heads; one for the Chief Directorate 
of Forest Conservation, r 
Surveillance 
of Personnel,
Development.

and

of the

Forest Protection, and State 
, and the other for the Chief Directorate 
Educational Facilities, and Social

Goskomles USSR will number a total of 45 
members and the Collegium of the Committee will 
consist of 10 members. Besides the members of the 
Collegium, Goskomles USSR will include outstanding 
scientists and experts, the ministers of forestry,
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chairmen of state committees for forestry (nature 
conservation), and the managers of forestry production industrial associations of the union 
republics, and the managers of ministries and 
departments of the USSR that have retained certain 
functions in regard to the supervision of forest 
management and nature conservation.

The maximum number of personnel in the 
of Goskomles USSR will be 300central apparatus 

individuals.
The order regarding the new organizational 

structure of the State Committee, which was published 
1988 by academy member A. S. Isaev,

has now come into force.on June 7,
Chairman of Goskomles USSR,

Appointment
The council of Ministers of the USSR has

Deput^Chairman^of 5SÏÏ5K Sr^lïS
of the USSR and Chief Forester of the USSR.

X. Pisarenko was born in 1929. 
member of the CPSU and a Russian, and he completed 
his higher education at the Bryansk Forestry 
Institute with the degree of Engineer in Forestry. 
He is a Doctor of Agricultural Sciences.

He is aA.

After graduating from the Institute,
I Pisarenko held managerial posts in forestry in 

Rostov Oblast, the Kalmyk ASSR, and Stavropol Kray, 
and at "Soyuzgiproleskhoz", where he was a 
directorate head from 1965. He was Deputy Minister 

of the RSFSR from 1968 until 1975 and he

A.

of Forestry



Lesnaya promyshlennost'16 June 1988---------
Page 2 (Full text)

Translated by the Secretary of State Translation 
Bureau, Multilingual Services Division

The Hot Summer of 1988
It is quiet and cool in the office of 

E. A. Shchetinskii, Deputy Head of the Central Board 
.r F°rest Conservation and Protection of the Ministry of Forestry, Russian SFSR. You would' not 

believe that just yesterday all of Moscow was 
suffocating from a heat wave that was unusual for the 
beginning of June. It seemed as if the very 
pavements were melting and not even the shade could 
protect you from the fierce, hot sun. More objective confirmation of this subjective impression came from 
the bulletin lying on the office table. Dry but 
expressive, it reported the number of forest fires 
recorded across the Soviet Union. The forest has been visited by flames all too often durinq these first days of summer.

32

served for a time as Advisor to the President of National, institute of Forest Development Utilization of Forest Resources Cuba.

the
and the, of the Republic ofSince 1987 he has been Director of the Ali-Union Scientific Research Institute of Chemization in Forestry.
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"The first forest fires were recorded by the
Forest Conservation Service in April in certain parts

Zinov, Chiefof the Trans-Baikal", explained G. I."These did not give the 
As a rule, the hotInspector of Operations, 

foresters too much trouble, points of these fires were extinguished within a day
But then the onset of summer

more than a hundred firesof their discovery, 
gave us cause for alarm as broke out in the forests every day.

What has been the total number of forest
fires so far this year?

"More than five thousand fires had been 
pinpointed in the RSFSR by June 8. The number for 
this same period last year was a little less: 4,500."

"A good indication of the danger posed by 
forest fires in the European portion of the RSFSR is 
given by the situation in the Meshchera Lowland, 
located at the junction of three oblasts Vladimir,

The basic difficulty m control 
the dry pine forests and peat bogs, rise in temperatures.

total area of

Ryazan, and Moscow, 
in the areas are which react quickly to any the recent past, 122 fires covering a 85 hectares have broken out m Vladimir Oblast, 69 
fires in Ryazan Oblast, covering 41 hectares; and 122 fires in Moscow Oblast, covering 30 hectares The

that have been made by the Forest reflected in the fact that
most of these fires were eliminated on the same day that they were discovered and before they had spread 
to more than one hectare of surface area.

In

intensive efforts 
Conservation Service are

It was V. A. Naumov onThe telephone rang.Head of the Forest Conservation andtheProtection Section of the Ministry of Forestry,
Mari ASSR.



mo i 'Tw0 more fires have just been added to the 
109 already recorded", he told us,
sPite of the rain that we had a few days ago. Here 
and there thunderstorms have announced their presence -twenty fires have broken out in the forïsï Pflue to 
lightning. When we compare this to last yea , 
find that the number of fires has increased 
four-fold.

"and this is in

we
We have adopted extreme public has been forbidden the

. . access to the forests andobservation and surveillance have been increased.
The personnel of the central apparatus of the 
Ministry who have been on duty the last few days have 
themselves alone arrested 22 individuals for 
infractions of fire safety regulations. So, in spite 

the drop m temperatures and the recent heavy 
showers, the situation remains critical. This is 
also confirmed by the map that I was shown by 
E. A. Shchetinskii, Deputy Head of the Central 
for Forest Conservation and Protection."

measures

Board

The oblast system map is plotted from data 
supplied by the Meteor satellite", he told us. "It 
he!ps provide us with a picture of the situation as 
if develops for thousands of kilometers 
Moscow. around

are active in the Barguzin' Rayon, for example;, and tomorrow that rayon will be covered 
with cloud and will have rain - the forest fire 
danger will be reduced."

Nine fires

Do the data that, you obtain by satelliteenable you to forecast the forest fire situation for 
a long period of time?

"Not yet, unfortunately. Nor does the 
hydrometeorological center provide special 
fire forecasts’. The basic operational 
responsibilities of the Forest Conservation Service 
are well known and they include:

1 forest

forest fire

34
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prevention and publicity ; the detection of the focal 
points of forest fires; fire fighting; and dealing 
with the aftermath of forest fires. But in Canada, 
as an example, the range of responsibilities includes forecasting the extent of forest fires and the risk 
of fire in the forests."

— Would you consider it beneficial to have 
forecasting service in the Soviet Union?such a

So far, we have only the"Without a doubt. .technique worked out by the Leningrad Scienti ic 
Research Institute of Forestry, which is capable ofone or two days.providing a forecast that covers 
This is obviously inadequate, our efforts on developing a long-range forest tire

We must concentrate
forecast I II

How well equipped is the Forest
Conservation Service?

talking about minor fire-fighting But there are not"If we are
equipment, this is available. enough fire-fighting vehicles - cross-country vehicles and motorcycles. Chemical fire fighting 
stations are equipped at 60 per cent (of their table of equipment strength - Tr.) with this type of 
equipment, and forestry enterprises at 40 per cent. 
The foresters of the Baikal have been provided with 
all of the equipment provided for in the resolution 
of the CC CPSU and the USSR Council of Ministers for 
protecting this unique natural resource.

"Unfortunately, it must be mentioned that 
the All-Union Scientific Research Conservation and thethe experts atInstitute of Forest . . ,

f orestrySwi th ef f icien^designs . The introduction of
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the special TLP-4 fire-fighting 
has been delayed (and Lesnaya 
written about this

"Alas,
conclude that

tractor into service 
promyshlennost1 hasmore than once)."

as in years past,... . we are forced tosome officials are irresponsible.
F°rest

Irkutsk Oblast, was officially registered on May 7. 
ut as early as April, some smoke from burning peat 

at the location of an abandoned wood fire 
observed seven to ten kilometers from 
of Perezov,

was
the settlement. where the forest district (headquarters)

the Prilenskoe Air Detachment 
neither the forest district are located. But
. _ . personnel nor the airdetachment personnel took prompt action.
Comrade Sukhorukov, the air observer, responded to 
appeals made by the forest district to the air 
detachment by replying that the fire was in the zone 
of ground responsibility, that the smoke-jumpers were 
resting after having just extinguished a different 
fire, and that there was no helicopter and other 
equipment for landing the smoke—i helicopter did not arrive 
1630 hours on May 8; then

Thejumpers.
at the air detachment until 

. . „ . . , men were sent to the firewhen it had already spread to 30 hectares. Three 
bulldozers and ten men arrived from 'Lenzolota' - but 
not until May 10, after a decision on the matter had 
been taken by the rayon Emergency Fire-fighting 
Commission. As a result of these tardy actions, the 
fire was not put out until May 13, after it had 
spread over an area of 2,700 hectares of forest 
400 hectares of non-forest. On the order of the 
Irkutsk Directorate of Forestry, A. M. Kolpakov, 
Director of the Bodaibo Forestry Enterprise, and 
V. F. Malyshev, the enterprise's Chief Forester, 
severely reprimanded and the responsibility of the 
acting forester, D. N. Vintskovskaya, was made the 
subject of an investigation.

and
the
were
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On the whole, the Forest Conservation 
Service of the RSFSR performs successfully. The 
average extent of a forest fire has amounted to hectares this year. Last year the figure was much 
higher - 60 hectares. We are gladdened by the fact 
that the enterprises of the USSR Ministry of the

actively participating insource of theirTimber Industry are fire-fighting, thus protecting the 
raw material."

Lesnaya promyshlennost1
11 June 1988
Page 1 (Full text)
of State TranslationTranslated by the Secretary Bureau, Multilingual Services Division
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